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Description
Tanis Gray is an incredibly proficient knitter and writer. This has led to her reputation as a professional knitting artist and designer. She 
has built a large and loyal following in both the US and the UK - on Twitter she has over 1,500 followers and on Instagram almost 
3,400. She is a regular contributor to Craftsy, where she posts both patterns and tutorials, making her an ideal author – not just for her 
ability and experience in educating readers, but for putting her in contact with other professional knitters. In this latest work, Tanis' close 
correspondence with multiple knitting professionals has lead to sink a unique design-led book filled with stunning gradient projects for 
readers to their needles into. 

Key Selling Points
10 beautiful ombré knits to wear or make for the home
Learn a new technique with each project, from slip stitch colourwork through to German short rows
Designed by professional knitter Tanis Gray, author of several award-winning knitting books including Cozy Knits and Modern Baby 
Knits and once the Yarn Editor at Vogue Knitting
A unique design-led book filled with stunning gradient projects

About The Author
A graduate of RISD, Tanis Gray lives in Fairfax, VA with her green mechanical engineer husband and their son. Having worked at Martha 
Stewart, HBO, Focus Features, in the art department in the film and television industries, and a 4-year career as the Yarn Editor at Vogue 
Knitting and co-editor of Knit.1, she has been working in the creative field for many years. Tanis has over 450 published knitting designs, 
and her work has been featured in many major publications and books worldwide, including on 12 covers. She also edits and 
photographs other knitting books, plans and executes social media for numerous yarn companies and teaches advanced knitting often in 
and around DC. Tanis has her own regularly featured TV spot on PBS’ Knitting Daily TV with Vickie Howell. You can find her blog at 
tanisknits.com.
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